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DO YOU KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS?
Matthew Schneider

M

onroe Equipment believes in training. We were
pleased to receive an award last year from Lennox
International recognizing us as the single largest user of
their HVAC Learning Solutions online training series in the
country. Much of the training we receive is redundant,
some of it you don’t use and some of it is boring, but I can
guarantee you that I have not gone through a single training
program without taking something out of it that has made a
positive difference in my professional career.
Call me nerdy, but I love surveys and statistics. Every
Allied Air Distributor event that I attend, I anxiously
wait for the new industry shipment numbers, market
share analysis and market trends. I also enjoy the intensive consumer surveying that Lennox International always seems to be ahead of the curve on. It is important
to not get lost in the numbers, but to use the numbers to
focus in on the information that can positively impact
your business. Being a student of retail sales, I tend to
be predominately interested in consumer information
and trends. I would like to share some of the most interesting tidbits that I have attained in the past few months.

 Interestingly enough, only 20% of the consumers
surveyed said that they bought as a result of low
price.
What do these consumer responses tell us about our customers? I would contend that they value their time, they
want to be educated on their options to solve their specific problem, they are not going to invest in a company
until they are convinced that you are the contractor that
provides the most value and price is not a primary driving factor to their decision making.

A 2011 national homeowner survey provided some information on sales professionals in our field that were
not all that complimentary. For instance:

 80% of the consumers surveyed said that they expected their HVAC sales professional to give them a
price and a written proposal while they were at the
home – only 35% of the HVAC consultants did this.

 55% of the consumers surveyed said that their
HVAC sales professional was late for the appointment.

 43% of the consumers surveyed said that their
HVAC sales professional used NO presentation materials at all.

 77% of the consumers surveyed said that they did
not buy that day due to their expectations of their
HVAC sales professional not being met.

 48% of the consumers surveyed said that they did
not buy specifically because they never fully understood the solution.

I would also contend that a simple, immediate way for
HVAC sales professionals in our field to increase their
closing ratios, while increasing their sell prices, would
be to follow a few simple rules. Show up on time, assume the role of educator rather than salesperson, give
the consumer prices on as many options as they would
like (menu pricing makes this task easy), use presentation materials to show the consumer why your company
is the right contractor for them, leave a written proposal
before you leave and don’t put any emphasis on being
the lowest priced contractor.
If HVAC sales professionals would abide by this simple
framework, you would differentiate yourself as being a
more professional solution provider than 50% of the
competition.
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OSHKOSH BRANCH UPDATE
Brian Dulka

E

xpanding on over 40 years of customer service, the Oshkosh Branch was opened to better serve our Northeastern
and Central Wisconsin customers. We carry a full line of Armstrong Air, Air Ease and Concord Equipment, along
with an abundant selection of Bosch, Buderus and Williamson Boilers. We now offer daily deliveries to select areas.
We are located just off of Hwy 41 at the Hwy 45 exit, for easy access to the freeway. Our normal business hours are
7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, but we have been known to open earlier and stay later. Stop in and visit
us. Ron, Jason and I look forward to helping you with all your HVAC needs.
You can reach us directly at 920-456-8084 or if you care to fax in your order 920-456-8016. You can also email me at
bdulka@monroeequipment.com and Ron at rwilson@monroeequipment.com
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WARRANTY ACCESS
Sandy Burns

D

ealers can now use Allied Air’s ContractorNet website to confirm if your Allied Air equipment has been registered for the 10-year parts warranty. There is also a link that will take you to the Service Net (AIG) website so
you can verify labor coverage.
You do need a login and password to access ContractorNet. Please contact your Territory Manager or Lynn Beine
lbeine@monroeequipment.com in the office to get set up. Once you are logged in, you will see these sites have a lot
of useful tools and information!

www.armstrongair.biz

www.airease.biz

www.concord-air.biz

1. Parts coverage can be found under the WARRANTY LOOKUP tab. Do not put the “S” in front of
the serial number in this area.
2. Labor coverage can be found under the EXTENDED WARRANTY tab. In this area you can try the serial
number with or without the “S”. If you aren’t able to verify coverage and you’d like to double check, please
contact me at sburns@monroeequipment.com or 262-432-3245.
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SPLIT SYSTEM AIR CONDITIONING AND HEAT PUMP
LONG LINESET GUIDELINES
Kenneth Jung

N

ow that winter is finally behind us and the heat of
summer is here, there should be a lot of new air
conditioning installations to follow. Whether it is a completely new installation or replacement of existing
equipment, one of the more critical items to consider is
the refrigerant lineset. This is the life line to proper refrigerant and oil flow between the indoor and outdoor
sections.
Is it sized properly for the equipment? Is it installed
properly for the application? Does the size, length and
application of the lineset create the need for additional
“parts or pieces” to be installed in order to insure proper
and reliable equipment operation?
Overlooking the importance of proper lineset sizing and
installation can lead to numerous problems and premature equipment failures.
The following information is provided as a guide to assist you in proper sizing and applications of refrigerant
linesets. The information has been compiled from several sources including manufacturers installation instructions, engineering manuals and Allied Air’s Commercial
Refrigerant Piping Design & Fabrication Guideline
Manual.
Still not sure? Please contact any of us at Monroe
Equipment, we will be happy to help with your long
lineset sizing and application questions.
This guideline is provided for split system air conditioner and heat pump applications to achieve optimal system
performance, maximum reliability and greater customer
satisfaction. All split system applications with greater
than 50 feet of lineset must conform to these guidelines.
This guideline provides information on:
General lineset practices (Sec.1)
Lineset length limitations (Sec.2)
Lineset size (diameter) (Sec. 3)
Long lineset practices (Sec. 4)
System Charge adjustment (Sec. 5)
For any split system lineset configuration or application
not covered in this guide please consult Monroe Equipment for additional assistance in evaluating the specifics
for the job in question.

1. GENERAL LINEST PRACTICES
The following applies to all air conditioner and heat
pump systems.
Minimize length. This includes locating both outdoor
and indoor units as close to each other as possible without compromising serviceability or creating another
problem (i.e.: putting the outdoor unit under a dryer vent
or right under bedroom windows). Bends and elbows in
tubing should be kept to a minimum. Always use long
radius elbows.
Keep linesets clean internally. All tubing ends should
be kept closed or capped during lineset installation. The
lineset should only be opened when making connections
to the indoor and outdoor sections. Dry nitrogen purge
must be used during brazing to prevent internal scaling
of the copper lineset.
Use only refrigeration grade copper. Tubing intended
for water pipes is not acceptable for air conditioning
systems.
Insulate lines. The vapor line must be insulated with a
minimum of 1/2” thick insulation having a vapor barrier
for the entire distance between the indoor and outdoor
sections. The vapor line must not contact the liquid line.
(copper contacting copper). The liquid line must also be
insulated (separately from the vapor line) when it is ran
through a warm/hot space such as an attic.
Avoid direct contact with the building structure.
When routed through walls, linesets should have a vibration dampening material (such as RTV or other silicon sealant) completely surrounding the linesets to minimize transmission of vibration and sound into the structure. Linesets must be supported using isolation hangers.
Do not go beyond 10’ intervals for support.
Slope lineset toward outdoor unit. In order to assist in
proper oil return to the compressor, lines should be
sloped at a rate of about 1” for every 20’ of horizontal
run toward the outdoor unit.

Continued on page 5
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LONG LINESET GUIDELINES cont.
Keep all copper as straight as possible. When using soft
copper, every dip, curve or bend creates resistance to refrigerant flow. In horizontal suction lines, every dip becomes a potential oil trap that creates even more resistance or turbulence and can lead to premature compressor failures.

Air Conditioner Liquid Lines more than 50’ in length.
Table 3 indicates the permissible liquid line diameters for
Air Conditioning applications only! (Refer to section 4
for additional long lineset requirement practices.)
Table 3 - Liquid Line Diameter for A/C beyond 50’
Liquid Line Diameter

2. LINESET LENGTH LIMITATIONS
Split systems may be installed with up to 50’ of total
lineset length without any special consideration, unless
otherwise noted in the manufacturers’ installation manual,
specification sheet(s) or other technical information
shipped with the equipment from the factory. The maximum vertical separation permissible between indoor and
outdoor sections is 30’.
The maximum total lineset length for split systems is noted in Table 1 when installed following the practices identified in this guideline.

Nominal
Unit Size
18

>50’

100’

150’

3/8”

3/8”

3/8”

24

3/8”

3/8”

3/8”

30

3/8”

3/8”

3/8”

36

3/8”

3/8”

1/2”

42

3/8”*

1/2"

1/2"

48

3/8”*

1/2"

1/2"

60

3/8”*

1/2"

1/2"

Recommended for applications with 20’ or more vertical
rise to use ½” liquid line size.

Table 1
Maximum Total Lineset
Length
150 feet
100 feet

Product Type
Air Conditioner
Heat Pump

Total lineset length is the actual measured sum of all horizontal and all vertical runs of tubing. Equivalent lineset
length is the total lineset length plus the equivalent
straight length of all bends or elbows. Equivalent lineset
lengths are only used to calculated pressure drop and capacity loss of the Air Conditioning or Heat Pump System.
3. LINESET SIZE (DIAMETER)
Less than 50’ total length. When the total length of the
lineset is less than 50’, the lineset size recommended in
the unit installation instructions of specification sheet
should be used. In the absence of this literature, use Table
2 for reference.
Table 2 - Line Sizes for Less than 50’
Nominal
Unit Size
18

Lineset Diameter
Suction
Liquid Line
Line
3/8”
3/4”

24

3/8”

3/4”

30

3/8”

3/4”

36

3/8”

7/8”

42

3/8”

7/8”

48
60

3/8”
3/8”

7/8”
1 1/8”

Heat Pump Liquid Lines more than 50’ in length. For
heat pumps, the liquid line should always remain the
same size (3/8”). The liquid line diameter should never be
increased or decreased, poor performance will result.
Vapor lines more than 50’ in length. Outdoor section
level below or level with the indoor section. Table 4 lists
the recommended vapor line diameter for applications
when the outdoor section is at the same level or at a lower
elevation than the indoor section. (Refer to section 4 for
additional long lineset requirement practices.)
Table 4 - Vapor Line Sizes
Lineset Length up to…

Nominal
Unit Size

50’

100’

150’

18

3/4"

3/4"

3/4"

24

3/4"

3/4"

3/4”

30

3/4"

3/4"

7/8"

36

7/8”

7/8”

1 1/8”

42

7/8”

1 1/8”

1 1/8”

48

7/8”

1 1/8”

1 1/8”

60

1 1/8”

1 1/8’

1 1/8’

Vapor Line Sizes for outdoor section above indoor section. Suction riser size is critically important and may
need to be resized in order to achieve proper refrigerant
velocity and insure oil return to compressor. Contact techContinued on page 6
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LONG LINESET GUIDELINES cont.
nical support for any suction line that exceeds 30’ in vertical rise to the outdoor unit.
4. LONG LINESET PRACTICES
Crankcase heater. Any application with total lineset
length longer than 50’ must have a crankcase heater applied to the compressor. This applies to both reciprocating
and scroll compressors.
Hard start components. Any long lineset applications,
especially when a TXV is used require that hard start
components be installed. Two wire (“super boost”) type
kits are not recommended. Most manufacturers’ agree
that only a true potential (voltage type) relay and properly
sized start capacitor should be used as “hard start components.”
Accumulator. Due to the excessive amount of refrigerant
used in long lineset applications, an accumulator should
be installed to protect the compressor.
Short cycle protection. It is recommended that any system with a lineset that exceeds 50’ have a compressor
short cycle device installed at the outdoor unit. This short
cycle device insures a minimum run time to insure that oil
returns back to the compressor.
Liquid line solenoid. It is recommended for any system
over 50’ of total lineset length and required for any system over 100’ of total lineset length. It is also required for
any system where the outdoor unit is located 20’ or more
below the indoor section.
Suction line traps. If the outdoor unit is more than 12
feet higher than the indoor section trap(s) must be installed in the suction line. Refer to table 5 for the number
of traps to install. The first trap should always be installed
at the bottom of the main suction riser.
Table 5
Suction line trap(s)
Vertical Lift
0-12’
12 – 30’
30’ – 50’

Number of Traps Required
0
1
2

Additional refrigerant oil many need to be added to the
system in some long lineset applications.
5. SYSTEM CHARGE ADJUSTMENT
Factory Charge. Armstrong Air and Concord air conditioning & heat pumps come factory charged with refrigerant. The charge is based on 15’ of lineset (3/8” liquid) and
a matched indoor coil. Dry charge units and most com-

mercial units are shipped with a dry air or nitrogen holding charge that must be released before adding refrigerant
and putting the system into normal operation.
Initial adjustment. After initial installation of the system, the charge should be adjusted based on the total lineal length (not equivalent length) and the diameter of the
liquid line used.
Table 6
Liquid line charge adjustments 15’+
Liquid line diameter

Oz. per linear foot

3/8”

0.60 oz./ft.

1/2"

1.20 oz./ft.

Example: 2.5 ton unit with 63’ of 3/8” liquid line.
63’ – 15’ = 48’
48 x .060 = 28.80 oz. of refrigerant to
be added to system, or 1lb 12.8 oz.
Final Charge Adjustment. After refrigerant change is
added (or recovered, if less than 15’ line length) a final
operational check of superheat/sub-cooling should be
used to verify proper operation based on the manufacturers operational specifications.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Barb Ortlieb

M

eet Larry Bellman, the calm and collected but
imposing man behind the inside sales team. I
have to admit that I was a little afraid of him the first
time we met, but when you get to know him, you’ll find
that Larry is very friendly with a quiet sense of humor.
Larry was born and raised in Milwaukee. His first job
was a paper boy when he was 10 years old. He has been
working hard ever since. Before Larry came to Monroe
Equipment, he was working as a counter-man at another
distributor, where he gained the experience and
knowledge that eventually led him to Monroe Equipment.
In 1991, Larry was hired at Monroe Equipment to head
up the Parts Department as the Parts Manager. He has
since grown the parts department into the well stocked
“store” you see today. Larry was also instrumental in
starting our Parts Program which helps our dealers organize and order parts in a more efficient and convenient manner.
Because Larry is so knowledgeable, he is always willing
to answer questions about parts replacements and specialty parts. What he likes most about his job is helping
our customers find the right solution for their problem.
Larry and his wife Gail have two children. Nick is 22
and Kasey is 19. His favorite color is black which is the

Larry Bellman, Parts Manager

color of his Harley Ultra Classic Electra Glide that he
rides to work often. He also loves to camp with his family and watching NASCAR races. His favorite driver is
Clint Bowyer.
Next time you have a parts replacement question, give
Larry a call. He’ll be happy to help!

Up Coming Events
THURSDAY, JULY 4, 2013
Monroe Equipment CLOSED - Independence Day
SATURDAY, JULY 6, 2013
Parts CLOSED - Independence Day Weekend
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 2013
Cabela's Event
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